
Supplementary agreement caesarmobile
Usage of the booking mask for smartphones

Preamble and order extent:
caesarmobile enables online reservations with a smartphone (internetable mobile phone).
The module for the mobile reservation can not be ordered individually, but only as an add-on to the actual 
booking system, caesarclassic or caesarfamily.
The mobile version uses thereby all data, which were entered by the hotel for the reservation at a PC. This 
means that for the mobile version of the booking software no additional data are to be maintained. 

The hotel specified below is user of the online booking system of caesar data and is ordering hereby the 
module for the reservation via smartphones, caesarmobile. 

 mobile internet address 
 mobile internet address is equal the ‘normal’ website of the hotel
 please mark accordingly

Link and linking:
The registration of caesarmobile will take place immediately after receipt of the order.
The mobile reservation mask has its own link. This link will be communicated to the hotel by email.
If the hotel has a mobile website, then the linking of the reservation mask will be done by the hotel (e.g. by its 
webmaster).
However if the hotel does not have a mobile website, then no special linking is necessary: the smartphone will 
open the ‘normal’ website of the hotel by default, even if this is not optimized for it. The booking software 
detects that the call of the reservation mask is coming from a smartphone and will load automatically the 
mobile booking system (however this automatism can be blocked by respective users). 

Costs:
For the use of the module for the mobile booking tool caesar data & software ltd. will charge 
€ 10.00 per month.
All prices are quoted exclusive of VAT. Hotels in EU countries or Switzerland: by indicating the VAT 
identification number, VAT will not be charged.
The hotel will be billed in advance for the current year. 

Duration of this agreement and notice:
This supplementary agreement will become effective from the below indicated date. It can be cancelled for the 
end of each month and/or it ends automatically with the completion of the actual contract for the use of online 
booking software. 

 
Place and date    Contact, Stamp/Signature hotel

Please send this supplementary agreement signed via fax to: +49 (0)2102 - 88 969 89


